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suggestive. He claims that influgnza should be
treated like scarlet fever or any other contagious
disease and that in every case the patient should
be promptly isolated and notification made to the
municipal health authority in terns of the British
Infectious Disease (Notification) Act, 1889, which
he prints in full as an appendix to this volume.
Whether the disease is spread by contagion only
or no, there is sufficient evidence to show that it is.
readily spread by contagion and some such pre-
cautions as Dr. Sisley suggests seem eminently
desirable i: the interests of public health. Several
of his illustrations, especially from the epidemics
of 1782 and 1833 are very startling. The title of
the volume, "INotes," describes fairly well the
character. There is no pretence at exhaustive
treatment of the subject. But as a contribution
to the study of an alarming epidemic of a certain
serious and sonewhat mysterious character it can-
not fail to be both helpful and suggestive to the
scientific medical practitioner. He quotes a defi-
nition of the disease which is about the best we
have seen:-" Influenza is a specific fever, epidem-
ic and often pandemic, of sudden onset and short
duration, attended with loss of appetite and very
great prostration, associated often with more or
less severe catarrh, neuralgic pains or gastro-intes-
tinal disturbance, and especially liable t6 be com-
plicated by severe respiratory affections to which
the mortality of the disease is chiefly due." He
considers the definition faulty by omitting any
reference to its contagiousness. Moreover some of
the pains are not neuralgic but muscular. Other-
wise it is a good definition. We cordially com-
mend this brochure.

TREATISE os GYNEcOLOGY, MEDICAL AND SURGICAL.
P T. Pozzi, M. D., Professeur Agrégé à la Fa-
culté de M1edicine; Chirurgien (le l'Hopital
Lourcine Pascal, Paris; Honorary Fellow of
Americap Gyiecological Society. Translated
from the French edition under the supervision
of and with additions by Brooks H. Wells, M.
D., Lecturer on Gynecology at the New York
Polyclinic; Fellow of the New York Obstetri-
cal Society and the New York Academy of
Medicine. Volume I, witb 305 wood engrav-
ings and six full page plates in colors. New
York. William Wood and Company, 1891.

This is beyond doubt the very best work on
gynecology existing at the present day. We had
the pleasure of meeting the talented author nearly
every day at Martin's or Olshausen's or Gusserow's
Clinic mn Berlin four years ago and little thought
that so young a man, who, however was always
taking copious notes, would so shortly reacti the
proud distinction which the production of this book
has given him. As the American editor truly says
"The cosmopolitan spirit of its author shown in
his exhanstive research and judicious appreciation
of the work of other nations, together with his
keen and mature judgment in utilizing the mater-
ial from his own rich clinical fields, make it ai
clear and reliable guide to the most advanced and
best practice in this special'y.

From the author's preface to the French edition
we quote the following significant paragraph.:-" It
is impossible to ignore the great prominence
which gynecology has everywhere assumed. The
origin of its rapid progress is easy to trace. By the
introduction of antiseptics a new era was opened
to gynecology as weli as to general surgery. Ac-
tive intervention has become almost free from
danger in manly diseaser which used to be aban-

doned to palbative or expectant treatmeit
Thanks to antisepties new operations have beeïj
invented and old ones restored to favor. Sonig
of the latter had been. boldly conceived and-
brilliantly executed by our predecessors, but thËe
terriffe mortality due to surgical uncleanliness hadu
caused their abandonnent. Suchi was the ca&
with ovariotomy, vaginal hysterectomy, curetting
and even shortening the round ligaments; their'
present use is merely a revival. Not so very
long ago a good operator was a good surgeon7
the two terms being almost synonymous. This i.
no longer the case. It has become of even more-
importance to avoid infection of the wound than
to operate brilliantly."

Antisepsis takes up the first thirty pages; anies.
thesia, control of hemorrhage and closure of woundd'
the next fifty; and gynecological examinations the
fifty following pages. Nearly a hundred pages ar&
devoted to metritis and its treatment, while the'.
next hundred and sixteen pages are devoted to:fi
broids. These interesting and lately very common
tumors receive a very thorough handling, the'
chapter on diagnosis being very complete. Thie
treatment is viewed very fairly, equal prominece
being given to all the various methods both medfi
cal and surgical. Indeed the spirit of fairness ,is3
very characteristia of the work, so that the viewsê
expressed by the author may safely be taken -
the general consensus or average of opinion at the,
present day. Nearly one hundred pages are de
voted to cancer of the uterus, the mortality up ta
date of the various operations being included.
Displacements receive an exhaustive treatmeit
with one hundred and fifteen pages, but disorders
of menstruation are disposed of in twenty-two
pages; but as they are generally symptoms c"
other diseases they have all been referred to ai
ready under other headings.

Two other points deserve especial mention: the
liberality of the publishers in allowing no less than
305 illustrations besidés the colored plates, and ]asf
but not least the charming manner in which the
American editor and translator, Dr. Brooks fQ
Wells has performed his areuous task. In fact-his
easy and elegant English is the exact counterpa,
of Pozzis beautiful colloquial French which lenda
such a charm both to his speaking and writin
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IMPORT ANT NOTICE AND REMOV

To avoid failure or doubtful success in the
use of Per Oxide of Hydrogen be sure you get,
Marchand's Mfedicinal. No substitute can
place it, statements of dealers, interested or
scrupulous parties to the contrary notwithstaud
in . There are great inducements to substitth
in this article for the reason that Per :0
made for bleaching and varying trade purpa
costs to produce only a fraction of what MN
chand's Medi'cinal cost, and the uiserpu
druggist or dealer pockets the difference ip
fit at the expensive reputation of the physie
and Marchand's Per Oxide of IHydrogen d
cinal put up in 4 oz., 8 oz. and 16 oz., botties'
only, with whioh every physician should
familiar in ôrder to frustrate dishenest subsý3ti
tion and assure sucoces. Drovet Manufacturlk
Company, 28 Prince Street, New York.
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